
DEATH AND CONTEMPLATION: 
 
 
A tinge of blissfulness    - Responsibility for the own life 
At the grave      - Dealing with death / Death and survival 
Carried by angels     - Led back to paradise 
Death       - Death as the gateway to divine closeness 
Enjoy the moment     - Conscious life (accord. to the tune of “The Power of love”) 
Evening`s stillness     - The ups and downs of life 
For all your striving     - Responsibility for the own life 
GOD, may love impress and lead us  - The essence of love  
GOD`S poetry     - The diversity and variety of the creation of GOD 
How many people     - Improvement of interpersonal relationships 
Hymn to humanity     - Call for a life for the common good/ Begin to rethink 
I am alone      - Mental collapse after the loss of the lover 
I am sick      - Incurable disease 
I had unlearned to cry and smile   - Pursuit of a questionable mode of living/reflection about 
                                   the own life 
I have to say Good bye    - Bidding farewell to friends 
I think the time has come to say good bye - Final goodbye to friends 
I will get through it     - The inner resistance to one`s own cancer 
I`m missing you     - After the decease of his dear 
I`m ready to take off     - Final and conscious farewell to friends 
It`s time to leave this plane    - Thankfulness for a fulfilled life 
Learning      - Learning as an evolutionary process 
Life can be exciting     - The beautiful aspects of existence 
Mother      - Thanks for all efforts of the mother   
Nobody is there     - Deplorable, helpless life situations 
Nothing here on earth is certain   - There is not only one way to heaven 
Nothing like always     - Time of change 
Our wish for peace     - Disapproval of war and terror 
Peace       - Admonition to unity 
The creation      - Respect to nature 
The kitchen      - Homage to the gastronomy and the belle cuisine  
The light      - Contemplation to find the inner balance 
The luck we lost     - Too early death of the beloved partner 
The old park bench     - Encounters and experiences in the park 
The time will come     - Sections of the partnership 
Thoughts of a dying man    - Critical consideration of one`s past in the face of death   
Time to say farewell     - Reflections facing the death 
To enlighten the world    - Striving for a better social life 
Transitoriness     - The impermanence of everything earthly 
When his bells ring for the last time  - Saying Good bye forever 
Why always complaining    - Encouragement to brave the challenges of life 
Yes, I live      - The fascination of the moment 
You`re the creator     - Responsibility for one`s own existence  


